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ABSTRACT A theoretical basis is provided for the estimation of the electrotonic
length of a membrane cylinder, or the effective electrotonic length of a whole neu-
ron, from electrophysiological experiments. It depends upon the several time con-
stants present in passive decay of membrane potential from an initially nonuniform
distribution over the length. In addition to the well known passive membrane time
constant, Tm = RmCm, observed in the decay of a uniform membrane potential,
there exist many smaller time constants that govern rapid equalization of membrane
potential over the length. These time constants are present also in the transient re-
sponse to a current step applied across the membrane at one location, such as the
neuron soma. Similar time constants are derived when a lumped soma is coupled to
one or more cylinders representing one or more dendritic trees. Different time con-
stants are derived when a voltage clamp is applied at one location; the effects of both
leaky and short-circuited termination are also derived. All of these time constants
are demonstrated as consequences of mathematical boundary value problems. These
results not only provide a basis for estimating electrotonic length, L = t/X, but also
provide a new basis for estimating the steady-state ratio, p, of cylinder input con-
ductance to soma membrane conductance.
INTRODUCTION
When membrane depolarization or hyperpolarization is distributed uniformly over
the entire surface of a neuron, and the membrane potential is then allowed to decay
passively to its resting value, the time course of this decay is the same at every point
of the membrane and consists of a single exponential decay having a time constant
known as the passive membrane time constant, Tm = RmCm . However, for a nonuni-
form distribution of membrane polarization over the neuron surface, the time course
of passive decay to the resting state is not the same at all points of the membrane. In
those regions where the membrane potential has been displaced farthest from the
resting value, the rate of decay will be initially more rapid than elsewhere and more
ranid thon for the case of uniform decay; this is because there is an equalizing
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(passive electrotonic) spread from more polarized regions to less (or oppositely)
polarized regions of the membrane surface.' The different decay transients expected
at different membrane locations can all be expressed as different linear combina-
tions of several specific exponential decays (Rall, 1962; also 1964).
The tendency for membrane polarization to equalize over the neuron surface
during passive decay is analogous to the tendency for temperature to equalize over
an unevenly heated metal surface as it cools. This analogy is helpful to physical
intuition; also, the mathematical treatment of these problems is essentially the
same. All of the time constants of exponential decay, namely both the passive
membrane time constant and the many shorter equalizing time constants, correspond
to characteristic roots (eigenvalues) of the mathematical boundary value problem.
Both the statement and solution of several boundary value problems for nerve
cylinders of finite length and for a certain class of dendritic neurons were presented
several years ago (Rall, 1962). That paper, however, was concerned with a problem
more general than passive decay of nonuniform membrane potential; it was con-
cerned also with the effects of nonuniform synaptic membrane conductance. Here,
my purpose is to focus attention upon the equalizing time constants, and to point
out their importance for an experimental estimation of effective electrotonic length
in nerve cylinders and in dendritic neurons.
Application to Motoneurons
Explicit focus upon these theoretical relations is now timely because my suggestions
to Drs. P. G. Nelson, H. D. Lux, and R. E. Burke have led them to seek and ob-
tain experimental results specifically intended for such estimation of effective elec-
trotonic length. Their experimental results (Nelson and Lux, 1969; Burke2) are
consistent with interpreting the dendritic trees of cat motoneurons as being elec-
trotonically equivalent to membrane cylinders of lengths in the range from about one
to about two characteristic lengths. It is both interesting and gratifying that this
estimated range of lengths agrees with that I obtained several years ago from en-
tirely different calculations based upon the anatomical measurements of Aitken
and Bridger (1961); although the details of these calculations have not been pub-
lished, the resulting estimates have been explicitly stated (Rall, 1964, p. 83-84).
Also, this same range of electrotonic lengths was found to be consistent with the
range of synaptic potential shapes (monosynaptic EPSP) found in motoneurons
(Burke, 1967; Rall et al. 1967, p. 1180-1181).
The fact that membrane potential transients in dendritic neurons should not be
viewed as single exponential decays was recognized (Rall, 1957, 1960) in dealing
with the problem of estimating the passive membrane time constant. The fact that a
See, for example, Fig. 4 of Rall, (1960) and Figs. 6 and 7 of Rail (1962).
2Personal communications with R. E. Burke; this forms part of a larger study that has not yet been
submitted for publication.
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synaptic potential may decay in two stages was demonstrated by Fadiga and
Brookhart (1960); they also noted that such two stage decay is observed at the soma
when the synaptic input is delivered to the soma, but not when the input is delivered
to the dendrites. Time constants for finite dendritic length were provided by (Rall,
1962; see p. 1083 and 1088). Ito and Oshima (1965) found that they could repre-
sent certain membrane potential transients as a linear combination of three ex-
ponential decays having time constants of about 25, 5, and 1 msec, respectively.
With regard to shortest time constant, they discussed the possible role of dendrites,
and of the endoplasmic reticulum. Their slowest time constant corresponds to some
still incompletely understood slow process that underlies the over- and under-
shoots they studied, and possibly also the anomalous rectification studied by Nelson
and Frank (1967). Whatever this underlying slow process may be, it is important
to emphasize that it cannot be accounted for by the passive membrane potential
theory of the present paper. Fortunately, these complications appear to be significant
only in some motoneurons, and negligible in others (Nelson and Lux, 1969). Also,
different neurons, such as those studied by Tsukahara, Toyama, and Kosaka
(1967), appear to be free of complication by this slow process.
With regard to variety in the shapes of miniature monosynaptic EPSPs in
motoneurons, the observations of Burke (1967) have been essentially confirmed
in several other laboratories (Jack et al., 1967; Mendell and Henneman, 1968;
Letbetter et al., 1968; and also personal communications from these groups). Es-
sentially all of this observed variety in EPSP shape has been accounted for theo-
retically (except for the slow process mentioned in the previous paragraph) by means
of computations (Rall, 1967; Rall et al., 1967) which imply the validity of the
equalizing time constants to be explained and discussed below.
Definitions of Symbols
Vm = Vi - Ve membrane potential, as intracellular minus extracellular electric potential.
V = Vm- Er deviation ofmembrane potential from its resting value; electrotonic potential.
ri intracellular (core) resistance per unit length of cylinder; (ohm/cm).
r6 extracellular resistance per unit length of cylinder, if defined; otherwise set equal to zero;
(ohm/cm).
rm membrane resistance across a unit length of cylindrical membrane; (ohm cm).
cm membrane capacity per unit length of cylindrical membrane; (farad/cm).
Tm = rmcm passive membrane time constant; (sec).
T = t/m time in terms of Tm; dimensionless time variable.
X = [rm/(ri + re)]"/2 characteristic length of nerve cylinder, with re usually set equal to zero;
(cm).
X = x/X distance along axis of cylinder in terms of X; dimensionless electrotonic distance
variable.
L = t/X length of cylinder in terms of X; dimensionless electrotonic length.
CO, C,, C2, ... , Cn coefficients (independent of t) used to form a linear combination of ex-
ponential decays; (volt).
TO = Tm passive membrane time constant; (sec).
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TI , T2, ..., iTn equalizing time constants, in parts I and II below, where n can be any positive
integer; different time constants in part III below; (sec).
a2 separation constant, for separation of variables.
an2 eigenvalues of boundary value problem.
aCn = + A/a roots in form most used.
Bn constant coefficients in infinite series solutions; sometimes Fourier coefficients; (volt).
IA current applied outward across membrane at X = 0; (amp).
VA voltage (V) applied at X = 0; (volt).
Is soma membrane current; (amp).
Ic current flowing into cylinder at X = 0; (amp).
Gs soma membrane conductance, being steady-state value of I/VA; (mho).
G. = [Xri]-l = X/rm = [rirml]1/2 input conductance of a cylinder of infinite length; (mho)
Gc = G. tanh (L) input conductance (at X = 0) of a cylinder with a sealed end at X= L,
being steady-state value of Ic/VA; (mho)
p = Gc/GS = p.0 tanh (L) ratio of cylinder input conductance to soma membrane con-
ductance, being steady-state value of Ic/ls.
p = G0/Gs ratio, p, for limiting case when cylinder has infinite length.
pj= Gc,/Gs ratio of cylinder input conductance (forjh of several cylinders) to the mem-
brane conductance of a common soma.
RESULTS
L General Statement for Users
This section attempts to summarize in usable form the results judged to be of most
direct importance to an experimental neurophysiologist. More detailed definitions,
derivations and special cases are presented in the later sections of this paper.
The passive decay transients can be expressed as a sum of exponential decays
V = Coe-t_'o + Cle-tIl + C2eLtIT1 + ... + Ce-tl'r" + ... (1)
where To Tm represents the passive membrane time constant, and T1, Tg,72
Tn , - * - represent infinitely many equalizing time constants which are smaller than
ro. Usually only the first one or two equalizing time constants are important to
the interpretation of experimental results. The coefficients, C,, are constants.8
The values of the equalizing time constants, relative to ro, depend upon the effec-
tive electrotonic length of the cylinder or neuron; they do not depend upon a speci-
fication of the initial non-uniform distribution of membrane potential from which
the passive decay takes place. For a cylinder with both ends sealed and of elec-
trotonic length, L = t/X, the values of the equalizing time constants are given by
the expression
.r
o (2)
1 + (nir/L)2 2
'These coefficients are independent of t. They generally have different values at each point of observa-
tion (i.e. value of x); they are also different for different initial conditions.
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This implies, of course, that
L
=
x (3)
Although these equations can be used to calculate the value of L corresponding
to any given value of the ratio, TO/Tn, it is helpful to have a few sets of illustrative
values; this is provided by Table I.
The relative values of the coefficients, CO, C1, C2, * C*,Q, * depend upon
the nonuniform initial condition, upon the effective electrotonic length and, for a
dendritic neuron, also upon the dendritic-to-soma conductance ratio, p. A com-
pletely uniform initial condition would cause all of the coefficients except Co to
be zero. A nonuniformity that is distributed symmetrically about the mid-point
of the cylinder would cause all of the odd numbered coefficients to be zero; in this
case, the most important equalizing time constant would be T2 . Usually, however,
with asymmetric initial nonuniformity, the most important equalizing time con-
stant is T1.
The feasibility of estimating the first one or two equalizing time constants in
equation 1 from an observed decay transient depends upon three considerations:
(1) C1 and/or C2 must not be too small relative to C0, this is enhanced by having
the initial polarization concentrated near the point of observation, and, for a
dendritic neuron, also upon the dendritic-to-soma conductance ratio, p, not too
small; (2) the effective electrotonic length must not be too long, because this would
make successive time constants too close together to permit their resolution; in-
creased length leads, in the limit, to expressions involving error functions as on p.
528 of (Rall, 1960); (3) the effective electrotonic length must not be too short, and
the transient must be recorded with sufficiently high fidelity that at least one of the
faster decaying components is preserved.
Although the above has all been stated for passive decay to the resting state, the
same applies also to the transient approach to a nonresting steady state of passive
membrane, such as when a constant current step is applied to one end of a cylinder,
or to the soma of a dendritic neuron. It should be emphasized that this holds for
TABLE I
RATIO OF To TO EQUALIZING TIME CONSTANTS*
Ratio L= 1 L=r/2 L= 2 L = 3 L= 4
To/Ti 10.9 5.0 3.5 2.1 1.6
To/T2 40.5 17.0 10.9 5.4 4.5
-rokra 89.8 37.0 23.2 10.9 6.6
To/T4 159.0 65.0 40.5 18.5 10.9
* To = Tm = RmCm . Ratios based on equation 16.
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constant current, but not for a voltage clamp;4 also the membrane must remain
passive.
Given the favorable conditions specified above, the procedure is to "peel" the
slowest exponential decay from the faster decaying portion of the transient. This
procedure, long known to physicists studying multiple radioactive decays, can be
carried out quite simply with the help of semilogarithmic plotting; nevertheless,
it is sometimes misunderstood and done incorrectly. If we plot log V vs. t, the result
(from equation 1) is a straight line only for values of t sufficiently large that faster
decaying terms of equation 1 are negligibly small compared with the first (zero
index) term; for such values of t, the transient has a single exponential "tail"; in
other words
[tail V] = Coe-tIro (4 a)
implying that
log. [tail V] = -t/To + const. (4 b)
and that
-0.4343
TrO = 4c
slope of logio [tail V]
where "slope of" means (d/dt), or slope with respect to t. In the semilog plot, we
can extrapolate the straight line tail back to earlier values of the time; when these
extrapolated values are subtracted from the observed values, the resulting differ-
ence is the "peeled" transient; in other words
[peeled V] = V - [tail V] (5 a)
= V-Coe-tTo. (5 b)
When Ti and T2 are not too close together, and C1 is not too small, we can find a
range of values of t for which all faster decaying terms (corresponding to n > 1)
are negligibly small compared with the term for n = 1; then we can write
[peeled V] = CietITl (6 a)
implying that
log, [peeled V] = -t/Tr + const. (6 b)
and that
-0.4343
slope of logio [peeled V] (6 c)
for this intermediate range of t.
4 See part III below for the effect of voltage clamping.
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It is important to note that, over this intermediate range of t, it is not the ob-
served V, but "peeled V," whose log has a constant slope with respect to t. When
someone inadvertently fits a straight line to log V vs. t, for this intermediate range
of t, the slope of that straight line is not the same as in equations 6 and will not
yield a correct estimate of ri .
From the results above, it can be seen that
TO/Ti = slope of log [peeled V] (7
slope of log [tail V]
Also, from equation 3 for a cylinder of finite length, with sealed ends, it can be
seen that
L = 7r [TO/Ti - 1 ]1/2. (8)
Thus, when they have been correctly applied to experimental data,5 equations
7 and 8 provide an estimate of the electrotonic length of the cylinder most nearly
equivalent to the whole neuron in question. Part II below also provides results
for a lumped soma coupled to one or more dendritic cylinders; there it is shown
to what extent the electrotonic length of the dendrites can differ from the L defined
by equation 8. Results for voltage clamping are in part III.
Although it is sometimes possible to peel a sum of exponential decays in several
successive steps, it is usually best to use a well tested computer program to obtain
the most reliable decomposition of a linear combination of several exponential
decays.
II. DERIVATION OF EQUALIZING TIME CONSTANTS
Equalization over Length or Circumference?
Because this paper is concerned with membrane cylinders (and dendritic neurons)
whose lengths are much greater than their diameters, it can be shown that equaliza-
tion of membrane potential over the length is of primary importance. However,
it is important to note that additional time constants govern equalization of mem-
brane potential over the circumference of the cylindrical cross section. Expressions
for such circumferential equalizing time constants are derived in a companion paper
(Rail, 1969). There it is estimated (for typical neuronal values) that circumferential
equalization should be around a thousand times more rapid than equalization over
the length of the cylinder. This provides a justification for considering only the one
spatial variable, X, in the derivation that follows.
6 It should be noted that such peeling can be applied also to the slope, dV/dt, because this is a differ-
ently weighted sum of the same exponential decays. This is useful in situations where the level but not
the direction of the baseline is uncertain. Also, peeling this sum of exponentials is aided by the greater
weight of the equalizing terms relative to the uniform decay term.
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Statement of Boundary Value Problem, for Cylinder with Sealed Ends
The partial differential equation for passive membrane potential distributions in a
nerve cylinder is well established; it can be expressed
32V
=
OV (9)
0X2 aT
for all values of X and T. For a cylinder of finite electrotonic length, L, we restrict
consideration of this differential equation to the range 0
_
X
_
L. We assume a
"sealed end" (Rall, 1959, p. 497) at both ends of this cylinder; this corresvonds to
the mathematical boundary conditions
d- = at X =0, for T > 0, (10)
and
a-O' atX=L, forT>0. (11)
The initial condition can be expressed
V(X, 0) = F(X), for 0 < X < L. (12)
Taken together, equations 9-12 define a boundary value problem which has a unique
mathematical solution obtainable by classical methods (Churchill, 1941; Carslaw
and Jaeger, 1959; and Weinberger, 1965).
Equalizing Time Constants, for Cylinder with Sealed Ends
Because of present interest in these time constants, we wish to pay particular atten-
tion to the way in which they are determined by the differential equation and the
boundary conditions. First, we note that a solution of the partial differential equa-
tion 9 can be expressed
V(X, T) = (A sin aX + B cos aX)e (l+a2) T. (13)
This solution, obtained by the classical method of separation of variables,6 repre-
sents V(X, T) as the product of two functions, one of which is a function of X only,
the other being a function of T only; the constant, a2, is known as the separation
constant. The fact that this is a solution can be verified by differentiation and substi-
tution in equation 9; it should be noted that equation 9 is satisfied for any arbitrary
combination of values for the constants A, B and a.
6 See, for example, Chapter IV in Weinberger (1965), or pages 25-27 in Churchill (1941).
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In order to apply the boundary conditions (equations 10 and 11), we must con-
sider the partial derivative with respect to X,
9= (aA cos aX - aB sin aX)e-(l+a2) T
At X = 0, sin caX = 0 and cos aX = 1; therefore the boundary condition (equation
10) at X = 0 requires that aA = 0, and this, in fact, requires that we set A = 0;
(A could differ from zero only in the special case when a = 0; then sin aX = 0, and
again A sin aX vanishes in equation 13). With A = 0, the other boundary condition
(equation 11) at X = L then requires that
aBsinaL=0. (14)
This condition is satisfied when a = 0, and also by every value of a for which aL
is equal to some integral multiple of ir, because then sin aL = 0. Thus, the in-
finitely many roots of equation 14 can be expressed
an= n7r/L (15)
where n is any positive integer,7 or zero. It may be noted that the numbers, an2
correspond to the "eigenvalues" or the "characteristic numbers" of classical bound-
ary value problems.
For n = 0, a = 0, and it follows that the time dependent part of equation 13
becomes simply
e etIT _ et/TO
which represents exponential decay with the passive membrane time constant,
Tm = rmcm , which we here identify also as ro .
When n is any positive integer, the corresponding an of equation 15 implies that
the exponent in equation 13 has the value
-[1 + (n7r/L)2]t/ro- -t/Tn
from which it follows that
TO/Tn = 1 + (nir/L)2. (16)
This result defines the equalizing time constants, rn X for n equal to any positive
integer. This provides the basis for equations 2 and 3 and the illustrative values of
Table I, in part I above.
For all of these values of n, the functions (equation 13) are linearly independent of each other;
negative integer values of n also satisfy equations 14 and 15, but their use in equation 13 would not
provide any additional independent eigenfunctions.
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Comment on Solution as a Sum of Exponentials
The preceding section has shown that the two boundary conditions (equations 10
and 11) constrain two of the arbitrary constants in equation 13, which defines a class
of solutions of the partial differential equation 9. The resulting class of solutions can
be expressed
V(X, T) = B cos (anX)e-(1+an2)T
where B is still an arbitrary constant, and each solution corresponds to a particular
value of an , as defined by equation 15.
Because equation 9 is linear, any linear combination of these distinct solutions is
also a solution. The class of all such linear combinations can be expressed as the
following infinite series
00
V(X, T) E B. cos (nrX/L)e-[1+(nlrL)2]T (17)
n=O
where the Bn are still arbitrary constants. Only when we impose the constraint pro-
vided by the initial condition (equation 12) of the complete boundary value prob-
lem, do the coefficients, B. , become constrained to particular values. These particu-
lar values can be defined as the Fourier coefficients,
Bo = (I/L) F()dX
and, for n > 0,
Bn = (2/L) F(X) cos (nrXL) dX.
Then equation 17 expresses a unique solution of the boundary value problem origi-
nally defined by equations 9-12; see Churchill (1941), or Weinberger (1965). Explicit
solutions for particular choices of F(X) will be presented in a separate paper.
This solution obviously represents a sum of exponentials like equation 1 in part I,
above. Any particular point of observation corresponds to a particular value of X;
then the coefficients of equation 1 are related to those of equation 17 by the ex-
pression
Cn = B. cos (n7rX/L).
Coupling of Single Cylinder to Lumped Soma
The point, X = 0, is taken as the point where a lumped soma membrane is coupled
with the origin of the membrane cylinder (Rall, 1959). This cylinder may be thought
of as a single cylinder of finite length, with a sealed end at X = L; it may also be
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thought of as an "equivalent cylinder" representing an entire dendritic tree, or even
several dendritic trees which have the same electronic length (Rail, 1962, 1964).
The boundary condition at X = 0 is more complicated than before. The current
flowing outward across the lumped soma membrane can be expressed
1i = G8(V + 3V/OT)
where G. represents soma membrane conductance. The current flowing into the
cylinder at X = 0 can be expressed
hc = (l/r,)[-aV/dx]jo
= (l/Xr1)[-aOV/OX]x=o.
If there is a current, IA, applied outward across the membrane at X = 0, continuity
requires that
IA = Is + Ic -
Hence, the boundary condition at X = 0 can be expressed
[aV/aX]x=o = Xri[-IA + G8(V + aV/aT)]. (18)
The symbol, p, has previously (Rail, 1959) been used to represent the ratio of
cylinder input conductance to soma membrane conductance; this ratio equals the
ratio of the steady-state values of Ic and Is, above; thus
(l/Xri)Vo tanh L
n Gs VO
tanh L
Xri G8
where Vo is the steady-state value at X = 0 and
V = Vo cosh [L - X]/cosh L
is the steady-state solution in the cylinder.
Using the above expression for p, and setting IA = 0 in equation 18, we obtain
the expression
paV/aX = (V + aVIOT) tanh L, atX = 0 (19)
as the boundary condition expressing cylinder-to-soma coupling during passive
membrane potential decay.
The mathematical boundary value problem to be solved differs from that defined
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by equations 9-12 only in that the previous boundary condition (equation 10) at
X = 0 is now replaced by equation 19 above. This difference, however, results in a
changed set of equalizing time constants and in a solution that involves a generalized
Fourier expansion in which special attention is required to obtain correct values of
the coefficients.8
Equalizing Time Constantsfor Cylinder with Soma
Because the differential equation is the same as before, we again use a solution of
the same general form as equation 13, above, except that we replace the argument,
aX, by the argument, a(L- X), to take advantage of the fact that the simpler
boundary condition is at X = L. Thus, we consider the solution
V(X, T) = [A sin a(L - X) + B cos a(L - X)]e(l+a2)T (20)
The boundary condition (equation 11) at X = L requires that A = 0, and the bound-
ary condition (equation 19) at X = 0 then requires that
paB sin acL = (-a2B cos aL) tanh L.
This requirement is satisfied by a = 0, and by values of a which are roots of the
transcendental equation
aL cot aL = -pL/tanh L = -C (21)
where C is a positive constant; the roots of this equation have been tabulated.9 The
equalizing time constants can be expressed
In +o()(22)TO a.) )
where each an is a root of equation 21. The consequences of equations 21 and 22 are
summarized in Fig. 1, which shows the dependence of To/ri upon L for several
different values of p. It is apparent that any given value of ro/rl corresponds to
many possible combinations of values for p and L. For example, a value of 6 for the
ration, ro/Tr, corresponds approximately to L = 1.1 for p = 2, or to L = 1.25 for
p = 5, or L = 1.4 for p = m; of course, p need not be an integer, and many other
combinations are possible.
Some intuitive grasp of the possible values of the roots, a., can be obtained by
considering briefly the limiting cases for p very large and p very small.
The limiting case, p = o0, corresponds to complete dendritic dominance (Rall,
I This has been done for several cases, but the results have not yet been submitted for publication.
9 See Table II of Appendix IV in Carslaw and Jaeger (1959); note that their a corresponds to aL here.
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FIGURE 1 Dependence of the time constant ratio, To/rl, upon the value of L, for several
values of p. Calculations based upon equations 21 and 22.
1959) or to a vanishing soma admittance at X = 0; it is equivalent to the zero slope
boundary condition at X = 0, and implies that
ain = n7r/L (for p = oo)
where n may be zero or any positive integer; (cf. earlier equations 14-16).
The other limiting case, p = 0, corresponds to vanishing dendritic admittance, or
to an infinite soma admittance at X = 0; it is equivalent to a voltage clamp at X = 0,
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and implies that
an = (2n - 1)7r/2L, (for p = 0)
where n may be any positive integer; (cf. equations 27 and 29, below).
Illustrative Example For any finite value of pL, ao = 0, and 7r/2 < a1L < 7r.
For example, if L = 1.5 and p = 4.82, then pL/tanh L = 8.0, and the first nonzero
root of the transcendental equation 21 is a1L = 2.80, or, since L = 1.5, al = 1.87; it
follows that ro/ri = 4.5 for this particular case. This time constant ratio for the
cylinder-coupled-to-soma may be compared with two related cases of a cylinder
alone, with sealed ends at both X = 0 and X = L, where equation 16 applies. First
consider the cylinder alone with L = 1.5; then ro/ri = 5.4 is implied. However, this
cylinder alone has an electrotonic length that is less than that of the previous combi-
nation of soma with cylinder. Therefore, we consider a longer cylinder, lengthened
by the factor, (p + l)/p, to allow for the soma membrane surface as an extension
of the cylinder instead of as a lump; for this length
To/Ti =1 + [~L(p + 1)/p]
which equals 4.0 in the case of this particular example. It may be noted that the cor-
rect ro/ri value of 4.5, found above for the soma coupled to the cylinder, lies between
the two values 5.4 and 4.0, found for the two different lengths of a cylinder alone
just considered.
From the foregoing, it can be seen that when the inverse problem of estimating L
from a ro/ri value is considered, simple use of equation 8 yields an L value for that
cylinder which best approximates the whole neuron or cylinder being studied. If we
know at least an approximate value of p and wish to estimate the L value for the
equivalent dendritic cylinder, the value provided by equation 8 would be too large
by a factor,f, where 1 <f < (p + l)/p. A reasonable approximation is provided by
eitherf. (1 + 0.5/p), orf VY4TITp. Thus, we can write the approximate ex-
pression
L -r["5Pl/) 112 (23)
for an estimate of L (of the equivalent dendritic cylinder) when the values of p and
ro/lr are known. This expression gives results in agreement with Fig. 1.
Several Dendrites Coupled to Single Soma
When the several dendritic trees of a neuron correspond to equivalent cylinders of
significantly different electrotonic length, it is not correct to represent them all
together as one cylinder. Here we show that it is possible to obtain correct equalizing
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time constants even for such more complicated problems. The previous analysis
shows that the current flowing into one cylinder could be expressed
= pGs [_aVtanh L L-9XJx=o
Now, if we have several cylinders, k in number, and the jth cylinder has a lengt, Li,
and a cylinder input conductance to soma membrane conductance ratio, pj, the
total dendritic input current can be expressed
k
P
r GI1ID = Gs E t I[ (24)j==1 tanh L, LOX,J x=o
In each cylinder, there is a solution of the form (equation 20), with A = 0 and with
a,, required to satisfy the following generalization of equation 21
a ±P,tan aL, (25)
,=i tanh Lj
Consider, for example, k = 2, L1 = 1, with pi/tanh L1 = 3 and L2 = 2, with
p2/tanh L2 = 5; then the transcendental equation is
a = -3 tan a - 5 tan 2a.
Obviously, a = 0 is a root. Seeking, by trial and error, a root between 0 and 7r/2, we
find a, - 1.10, because then tan a - 1.96 and tan 2a -- - 1.37, which values nearly
satisfy the above equation. Between 7r/2 and xr, we find a2 -- 1.97, because then tan
a -2.37 and tan 2a - 1.03, which values also nearly satisfy the above equation.
Notice, for a, and a2, tan a and tan 2a have opposite signs. However, near 7r, we
find the root, a!3 2.92, because then tan a - -0.22 and tan 2a --0.47, which
values have the same sign and nearly satisfy the above equation. For n > 3, it can
be shown that a. - n7r/3, which is rather interesting because this is the same as
equation 15, where the denominator here represents L1 + L2, the sum of the lengths
of the two cylinders. In fact, this simple rule provides first approximations to the
smaller roots as well. On reflection, it is obvious that this simple result would hold
best when both p are large and approximately equal; then the whole neuron can be
approximated as an equivalent cylinder of length, L1 + L2, with the soma located
not at X = 0 but at a point L1 from one end.
Although the roots of equation 25 can also be found for any particular case of
three or more cylinders coupled to a single soma, little purpose would be served by
another illustrative example. It will be clear to anyone who has carefully considered
the example above, that the addition of a third cylinder of a different length must in-
crease the number of roots between 0 and 7r, because of the greater number of possi-
bilities of positive and negative contributions to the summation in equation 25.
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III. VOLTAGE CLAMP AND RELATED PROBLEMS
Drastic Effect of Voltage Clamp
When the membrane potential is held to a constant value at one end of the cylinder,
or at the point (X = 0) of soma-to-cylinder coupling, the boundary value problem
becomes very significantly changed: the time constants are changed and should not
be called "equalizing" time constants; furthermore these new time constants are
independent of p; in fact, after the initial instantaneous charging of the soma to its
clamped value, the soma membrane draws a constant current from the voltage
clamp, while the transient component of the clamping current flows entirely into the
cylinder (cf. Rall, 1960, p. 514-515 and 529-530 for the case of a cylinder of infinite
length).
Before demonstrating it mathematically, it can be understood physiologically,
that simple passive decay and simple equalizing decay cannot take place when there
is a voltage clamp placed across the cell membrane at any point. The voltage clamp
has much in common with a short circuit; whereas passive membrane decay requires
that the membrane have its normal membrane conductance (also capacitance and
EMF) everywhere. A short circuit, or a voltage clamp, must make the decay to a
steady state be more rapid than a simple passive decay. Nevertheless, these faster
time constants may also be useful for estimation of L by means of equation 33 below.
Time Constantsfor Voltage Clamp at X = 0
The boundary value problem differs from that stated earlier with equations 9-12 in
that the previous condition (equation 10) at X = 0 is replaced by
V(0, T) = V0 . (26)
It is simplest to show the effect of voltage clamping upon the time constants by con-
sidering first the particular case of V0 = 0. Thus, the boundary condition
V(O, T) = 0 (27)
requires that the coefficient, B, in the solution (equation 13) be set equal to zero.
Then the zero slope boundary condition (equation 11) at X = L requires that
aAcosaL=0. (28)
Although this equation is satisfied by a = 0, this root is trivial because it makes sin
aX = 0 for all X. However, equation 28 is satisfied by aL = 7r/2, and by every value
of a for which aL is equal to 2r/2 plus (n - l) r, because then cos aL = 0. Thus, the
infinitely many roots of equation 28 can be expressed
°hn= (2n - 1)7r/2L (29)
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where n may be any positive integer. In this case, the infinite series solution to the
boundary value problem can be expressed
00
V(X, T) = , A. sin (anX)e(l+an2)T (30)
n=1
where the ca. are defined by equation 29 and the An are the Fourier coefficients de-
fined by
An= F(X) sin (a.X) dX. (31)
Here, the time constants implied by equations 29 and 30 are quite different from
those considered earlier; here
= 1 + (2n - 1)2(7r/2L)2 (32)
where n may be any positive integer. We note again that ao = 0, which would have
given a To = Tm, has been excluded because such an ao would make sin (aoX) in
equation 30 vanish for all X. Thus, even the largest time constant, T,, is smaller
than Tm . For example, if L = r/2, Ti = 0.5 Tm and T2 = 0.1 Tm; see also Table II.
These time constants are obviously different from the equalizing time constants
discussed in parts I and II above. Nevertheless, if both T, and T2 can be measured
reliably, the following expression, obtained from equation 32 above, permits an
estimate of L,
L = (7r/2)(9T2 - T1)112(T - T2)1/2. (33)
When the clamped value, VO, is different from zero, the time constants are the
same, but solution becomes
V(X, T) = cosh (L - X) + E An sin (aOnX)e+n
cosh L =
TABLE II
RATIO OF Tm TO TIME CONSTANTS* UNDER VOLTAGE CLAMPt
Ratio L = 1 L = 7r/2 L = 2 L = 3 L = 4
Tm/li 3.5 2.0 1.6 1.27 1.15
Tm/T2 23.2 10.0 6.5 3.5 2.4
Tm/T3 62.6 26.0 16.4 7.9 4.9
Tm/T4 121.9 50.0 31.2 14.4 8.5
* Ratios based on equation 32. Note that these time constants need not be referred to Tm; they
can be referred to each other, as in equation 33.
t Voltage clamp applied at one end.
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where the A. are obtained from equation 31 provided that F(X) is replaced by the
difference, F(X) - VO cosh (L - X)/cosh L, in equation 31.
At X = 0, this transient simply gives V = VO, as it should. However, referring
back to equation 18, we can express the voltage clamping current, minus the con-
stant current to the soma, as proportional to [-a V/8X] at X = 0, as follows,
[IA - is] cc [V tanh L - Ea An e-(1+an2)T (34)
n=l
where the An are the same as those of the preceding paragraph, and the a. and the
resulting time constants are the same as equations 29, 32, and 33 above.
Special Case of Voltage Clamps at X = 0 and X = L.
This special case merits brief mention because the time constants turn out to be the
same as the equalizing time constants found earlier for the cylinder with both ends
sealed, except that here there is no ro = Tm. The boundary conditions can be ex-
pressed,
V(O, T) = Vo, and V(L, T) = VL
where VO and VL are both constants. The steady-state solution can be expressed
V(X, oo) = [Vosinh (L - X) + VL sinh X]/sinh L. (35)
Now, if we consider the function
U(X, T) = V(X, T) - V(X, oo) (36)
we obtain a boundary value problem in which the partial differential equation for
U(X, T) has the same form as equation 9, and the boundary conditions become
simplified to
U(0, T) = 0 = U(L, T).
When a general solution of the form (equation 13) is subjected to the boundary
condition at X = 0, we find that B = 0, and then the boundary condition at X = L
requires that
A sin atL = 0
which has the roots
an= nr/L. (37)
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The solution for U(X, T) can thus be expressed
U(X, T) = Z A. sin (n7rX/L)e(l±(nWIL)2 T. (38)
n=1
Although the an are the same as in equation 17, equation 38 differs significantly
both by being a sine series instead of a cosine series, and by summing from n = 1
instead of n = 0.
This solution would be of practical value in those axons, dendrites or muscle
fibers where it may be possible to voltage clamp at two points and observe the time
course of the transient at a location between the two clamped points. This would
have the merit of being completely undisturbed by any activity outside the region
between the two voltage clamps.
Killed-End at X = L
The killed-end boundary condition corresponds to a short circuit between interior
and exterior media; this means that Vm = 0, at X = L, and since V = Vm-E,
we have the boundary condition,
V(L, T) = -Er = VL
which is equivalent to a voltage clamp at X = L.
If the boundary condition at X = 0 is a voltage clamp, the problem becomes the
same as that of the preceding section. However, if the boundary condition at X = 0
is a zero slope, then the problem becomes the same as that of equations 26-33 with
the ends reversed.10 These results would be relevant to experiments in which one
would apply a voltage clamp to a neuron soma, and measure time constants both
before and after severing or killing the dendritic terminals.
For a current clamp at X = 0 with cylinder-to-soma coupling, it would be neces-
sary to use a modification of the analysis previously used (equations 18-22). First,
we define G(X) as the steady state (equation 35) for IA = 0 and V = VL = -Er at
X = L. Then, for the function
W(X, T) = V(X, T) - G(X)
we have the boundary conditions
W(X, T) =O at X = L
'° Very recently, I learned that Lux (1967), treated the problem of constant current at X = 0, with a
differently defined short circuit at X = L. By using Laplace transform methods, he obtained time con-
stants that agree with those obtained here (equation 32). These same time constants have also been ob-
tained by Jack and Redman (personal communication) using still another method.
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and
-yaW/OX = (W + a W/aT) coth L, at X = 0.
This second boundary condition differs from previous equation 19 because
(/Ari) Wo coth L
Gs Wo
is a steady-state (conductance) ratio with respect to W, whereas the true p would be
( I/Xri) ( Wo coth L - [dG/dX]0)
P ~~Gs (Wo + Go)
where the zero subscript designates values at the point, X = 0. When these boundary
conditions are applied (cf. equations 20 and 21 above) we set B = 0 and find that
--yaA cos aL = (-a'A sin aL) coth L
which can be rewritten as the transcendental equation
aL tan aL = yL tanh L (39)
where yL tanh L is a positive constant. The roots of this equation have been tabu-
lated by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, Appendix IV, Table I). The solution for W(X, T)
is thus of the form (equation 30), where here each a. is a root of equation 39.
Case of Leaky End at X = L
Instead of a short circuit by an infinite conductance at X = L, consider a leaky end
having a finite conductance, GL, between interior and exterior media at X = L. At
this end, the leakage current must equal the core current
GLVm = (I/Xr,)[-aVm/OXI, at X = L.
This can be expressed more simply as the boundary condition
aVm/lX = -hVm, at X = L (40)
where h = GLXrS . Let the other boundary condition be
aVm/OX= 0, at X= 0. (41)
Then the solution takes the form
00
Vm(X, T) = E B. cos (anX)e (+an2)T (42)
71=1
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where the roots, ln , must satisfy the transcendental equation
aL tan aL = hL (43)
where hL is a positive constant. The roots of this equation have been tabulated by
Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, Appendix IV, Table I).
If instead of the boundary condition (equation 41), the value of Vm were clamped
to zero at X = 0, but still satisfied equation 40 at X = L, then the solution takes the
form (equation 30) where the roots, a. , must satisfy the transcendental equation
aL cot aL = -hL. (44)
These roots have also been tabulated by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959, Appendix IV,
Table II).
Effect of Series Resistance with Voltage Clamp
In actual experimental situations, it may be difficult to prevent the presence of a
series resistance between the clamped voltage, VA,, and the voltage at X = 0. This
means that the soma-dendritic system is not truly voltage clamped at X = 0. In-
stead, the apparatus provides an applied current,
IA = G*(VA- V), at X = 0
where G* is the reciprocal of the series resistance,1' VA is the applied constant voltage,
and V is the transient voltage at X = 0. Then, previous equation 18 can be used to
obtain the boundary condition
aV/aX = Xri[G*(V - VA) + Gs(V + aVIOT)], at X = 0
for G* finite. If we take the other boundary condition as aV/8X = 0 at X = L, and
if we consider the function
U(X, T) = V(X, T) - V(X, oo)
then, the boundary value problem for U has the boundary condition
paU/OX = kU + (U + a UIOT) tanh L, at X = 0
where k = (G*/Gs) tanh L is a positive constant of finite magnitude; this result may
be compared with equations 19 and 40. The other boundary condition is 0 U/OX = 0
11 In this section G* is finite, and V at X = 0 differs from VA when there is current, IA, flowing
In the limit, as G* -- oo, V -* VA , and perfect voltage clamping is restored; then the boundary con-
dition of the present section is replaced by one like equation 26, and the transcendental equation 45 is
replaced by equation 28, which implies the roots given by equation 29.
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at X = L. Then, using a solution of the form (equation 20), the boundary conditions
require that
paB sin aL = kB cos aL - a2B cos aL tanh L
which is not satisfied by a = 0. In this case, the an are roots of the transcendental
equation
aL tan aL = [G*/Gs - a2](L/p) tanh L (45)
which differs from all previous examples. It may be noted that for large G*/Gs the
right hand side is approximately independent of a for small a7Xequ iurr45'
can be treated almost like equation 39; as G*/Gs becomes very large the voltage
clamp condition is approached.'2 At the other limit, as G* -+ 0, equation 45 reduces
to equation 21. Intermediate cases must be treated individually.
Illustrative Example Suppose that the whole neuron steady state con-
ductance is 6 X 10-7 mho, and that p = 5; then the soma membrane conductance,
Gs = 10-7 mho. Suppose also that L = 1.5 and G* = 2 X 10-5 mho. Then the
equation for the a becomes
aL tan aL = (200 - a2)(0.272).
Because G*/Gs is large, we know that ajL is close to 7r/2; then sin a1L - 1.0 and
cos a1L i7r/2 - ajL. Thus, we have
ajL - (7r/2)C/(C + 1)
where
C = [G*/G - (r/2L)2](L/p) tanh L.
In tle above example, C 54, giving ajL - 1.54, a, - 1.03, and a value of about
2.06 for Tm/Ti .
Experimental values obtained in voltage clamping experiments on cat motoneu-
rons can be found in papers by Frank, Fuortes and Nelson (1959), Araki and
Terzuolo (1962), and Nelson and Frank (1963).
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents solutions to a number of mathematical boundary value problems
which characterize transient distributions of membrane potential in passive mem-
brane cylinders and in neurons whose dendritic trees can be represented as equiva-
12 See footnote 11.
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lent cylinders.'3 These solutions can all be expressed as the sum of a steady state
component plus several transient components which decay to zero; together these
transient components represent a linear combination of exponential decays. This
linear combination is actually an infinite series, whose coefficients (in the simpler
cases) are Fourier coefficients determined by the initial condition of the boundary
value problem; more complicated cases involve coefficients of generalized Fourier
expansions; these will be presented explicitly in a separate publication.
Solutions have been obtained for a variety of boundary conditions. All of the cases
in parts I and II of the Results have in common that the membrane is nowhere short-
circuited in any way; the ends of the cylinders are either sealed or coupled to a soma;
constant current electrodes are also permitted. However, voltage clamping elec-
trodes, and killed-end or leaky-end boundary conditions are excluded from parts I
and II, and are dealt with separately in part III.
The essential difference between these two classes of solutions is that uniform
passive decay with the passive membrane time constant, TmT, can occur and usually
does occur'4 under the conditions of parts I and II; it cannot occur under the condi-
tions of part III. Also, the time constants, 71, T2, T3, . . . etc. in parts I and II have
meaning as equalizing time constants; the time constants in part III are usually
quite different,'5 and should be thought of not as equalizing, but as governing the
transient approach to the steady state associated with the given voltage clamp or
leak.6
Special attention has been given to explaining how the equalizing time constants
arise from the boundary conditions, and how the effective electrotonic length can be
estimated from time constant ratios, especially the ratio, To/Ti, of the passive mem-
brane time constant, ro = Tm, to the first equalizing time constant, T1; see equations
8 and 23 in parts I and II above. In contrast, for voltage clamp conditions, the effec-
tive electrotonic length can be estimated from a different relation; see equation 33 in
part III above.
For those cases which include the coupling of a cylinder to a lumped soma mem-
brane, the ratio, p, of cylinder input conductance to soma membrane conductance,
" The class of dendritic trees that can be represented as equivalent cylinders has been defined (Rall,
1962) and discussed (Rall, 1964); this class has the property, dA/dx cx dZ/dx, which means that the
rate of increase of dendritic surface area, with respect to x, remains proportional to the rate of increase
of electrotonic distance, with respect to x. A larger class of dendritic trees has the more general prop-
erty, dA/dZ o eKZ, where K is a constant that may be positive or negative (Rall, 1962). Mathematical
solutions have been obtained for this larger class, and will be presented in a separate publication in
collaboration with Steven Goldstein.
1" It does not occur when the initial condition does not contain a uniformly distributed component;
then Co = 0, in equation 1.
6 Compare Table II with Table I. However, for voltage clamping at both ends, see equation 37.
16 Although it is true that [V(X, T) - V(X, co)] decays to zero everywhere in all of these cases, uniform
decay is possible only in parts I and II, where the boundary conditions at X = 0 and X = L are
either aV/aX = 0 or coupling to an intact soma. Uniform decay is not possible in part III, because a
point of short-circuit or of voltage clamp imposes nonzero aV/aX at that point.
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effects the value of L (for the cylinder) estimated from a given To/Ti value; this is
displayed in Fig. 1 above. By using p = oX (which is equivalent to cylinder without
soma) we obtain the value of L for that cylinder which best approximates the whole
neuron. However, to estimate the value of L for the cylinder which best approxi-
mates a dendritic tree as distinct from the soma, it is necessary to have an estimate of
p, when working with the equalizing time constants and Fig. 1.
In contrast to the above, it is significant that the different time constants obtained
with voltage clamping at the soma do not depend upon p at all, for ideal clamping,
and the effect of p is very small even when there is a moderate amount of series re-
sistance in the system; see illustrative example following equation 45 in part III
above. This means that the value of L for the cylinder can be estimated without
knowing p; this can be done either with Ti and 2 in equation 33, or by using rT from
voltage clamp together with Tm obtained either with current clamp or unclamped
passive decay, and using equation 32 with n = 1.
It is noteworthy that using both current clamping and voltage clamping at the
soma could thus provide a new method of estimating p. Obtain Tm from current
clamp; also obtain xr and, if possible, T2 with voltage clamp; these provide an esti-
mate of L for the cylinder (from equations 32 and 33). Now using this L and the
equalizing time constants obtained with current clamping, one can estimate p from
Fig. 1, or from equations 21 and 22.
There are two other electrophysiological methods of estimating p. One is based
upon sinusoidal stimulation applied to the soma (Rall, 1960; Nelson and Lux,
1969). Because the original theory was based upon the assumption of a cylinder of
infinite length, it should be remarked that finite length has less effect upon the steady-
state AC input admittance of the cylinder than upon the steady-state DC input con-
ductance of the cylinder.'7 The other method is based upon equations 6 and 12 of
(Rall, 1960) for the slope, dV/dt, of the response to an applied current step. This
method was used by Lux and Pollen (1966). It also is based upon the assumption of
a cylinder of infinite length; however, the early part of the transient should be little
changed by finite length. The amount of error can be evaluated by adding to the
transient, V(0, T), the transient, V(2L, T). This is because a matched current step
applied at X = 2L would result, by symmetry, in making 0 V/aX = 0 at the point,
X = L, halfway between the two current sources; this aV/aX = 0 at X = L is
equivalent to the sealed-end boundary condition used in the present paper. For
longer times, it becomes necessary to consider more terms, corresponding to X =
4L, X = 6L, etc.;18 however, these additional terms are not needed for the early
portion of the slope.
17 An explicit solution for sinusoidal steady states in cylinders of finite length (with sealed ends) has
been worked out and will be published separately; see also Lux (1967) for a case of finite length with a
different terminal boundary condition.
18 These additional terms are more complicated. They have been derived and computed by Jack and
Redman (personal communication), as part of an extensive program of theory, computations and ex-
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In conclusion, it can be seen that it is now appropriate to explore various pro-
cedures for estimating the most consistent set of the parameters, p, L, Rm and Tm =
RmCm which determine the electrical properties of a passive neuron, for particular
neurons and neuron types. Such exploration has now begun.'9 At present, it is too
early to say which of the several possible combinations of theory and experiment
will provide the best simultaneous estimate of the values of these parameters; this
will be determined largely by the limitations of experimental precision.
Notes Added in Response to Referee Comments. I thank one referee for drawing my
attention to the recent work of Koike, Okada, Oshima, and Takahashi (Exp. Brain Res.
1968. 5:173-188 and 189-201. Following Ito and Oshima (1965), the authors have applied a
"triple exponential analysis" to pyramidal tract cells of cat's cerebral cortex.
One referee expressed reservations about assuming the same passive dendritic membrane
properties for the soma and the dendrites. This is a simplifying assumption that has been dis-
cussed earlier (Rall, 1959, p. 494 and 523-524; Rall, 1960, p. 514-515, 519, and 529). Fortu-
nately, careful experiments with voltage clamping at the soma, compared with current clamp-
ing at the soma, can provide a test of this simplifying assumption for each neuron type.
One referee questioned the assumption that the membrane itself should have only one
passive membrane time constant; he asks why I did not include another membrane time con-
stant corresponding to the tubular system of muscle fibers; see Ito and Oshima (1965). My
approach has been to investigate how much can be accounted for by a consideration of finite
dendritic length without the addition of more complicated membrane models. If electron
microscopy should reveal similar tubular systems in certain neuron membranes, this question
would merit further study in those neurons. In the case of cat motoneurons, the EPSP shape
analysis (Rall et al., 1967) supports the notion that the faster time constant depends upon
finite length, and that the weight of its contribution to the observed transient depends upon the
nonuniformity (over dendritic length) of the membrane depolarization.
I am grateful to Dr. J. Z. Hearon and to Drs. P. G. Nelson and R. E. Burke for helpful comments on
an earlier draft of this manuscript.
Received for publication 6 June 1969.
periments that they and their collaborators have carried out. They have used Laplace transform meth-
ods to obtain the terms of their mathematical series; these terms are expressed in terms of parabolic
cylinder functions (or, alternatively, in terms of error functions). This mathematical series is quite
different from the sums of exponential decays presented here. It is interesting that these different
mathematical approaches are not contradictory; they are complementary.
Jack and Redman have recently read a draft of this paper, and I have recently read drafts of two of
their unpublished manuscripts. Although we have not yet had the opportunity to make detailed quan-
titative comparisons, we do find our results to be in substantial agreement. Also, we know that the
sums of exponentials converge most poorly for small values of t, while the sums of terms involving
error functions converge most poorly for large values of t.
19 For example, Nelson and Lux (1969), and Burke (earlier footnote 2); also, Jack and Redman (earlier
footnote 18) have devised a particular set of procedures for estimating values of these parameters.
Furthermore, the parameter, K (see earlier footnote 13), as well as the long time constant of Ito and
Oshima (1965) need to be taken into account for some neurons.
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